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First of all, the game is basically GREAT. All in all
a great open world game with a good story and

that's just the games only problem. The
developers are doing a great job on the game,

and it has a rich content. The problem is the lack
of originality. The game is originally a huge city
where you go around and find out where to go

and what to do. The original game was cool, but
it seems the developers have got bored of this

world and went and did a sequel. I don't see how
this is a sequel, it really is a whole different

world, one that's completely different from the
original one. For example, they have completely
different types of NPCs to meet and talk to and

even different collectibles for you to find. I would
love it if they'd done this because that would

have been a true sequel rather than a different
world with some original things in it. The reason

I say this is because I think they could have
made the world a little more similar to the

original and still expanded it enough. This is
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done really nicely and still keeps the original
game's sense of fun and noir. The city is still

really big and just like the original, you can go
where you want to. It doesn't take away from

the original game's feeling of freedom because
you aren't forced into certain routes and this

time you aren't even being pushed to find items
or collectibles. I think this is a true sequel in the
most meaning of the word and we get a whole
new experience in the game. The story is done
really well and it has some interesting puzzles
and things for you to get involved with. This

time we know where the story is going and it is
done well with good twists. The game's voice

acting is done really well and it's just quite good
all in all. The graphics are decent and could be a
little better but they have made the whole city a
lot more open. I guess they have tried to make it
more open to show the place and the world but

it has made it quite confusing as you can
actually go everywhere and everything. You can
go into shops and find stuff which would have

been a bit annoying if the city was already open
and you had access to everything. The

characters are really great and make you want
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to go look around and see the world. They add
so much to the world and show you what the

people are all about. You can go to the dentist
c6a93da74d
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